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Viktória Semsey

News about Latin America in the Hungarian Press in the 
Period 1810–1826 – National and Foreign News

While in 1808 a long-lasting national war was developing against Napoleonic troops 
in Spain, on the other side of the ocean, in Latin America, independence revolutions 
broke out against the Spanish mother country. ‘Revolutions for independence 
were sudden, violent and universal in South America.’1 In this paper, I will try to 
illustrate this ‘universal’ feature of the events with the help of certain articles that 
appeared in the Hungarian press at the time.

At what point might it have been interesting, informative or advisable for the 
Hungarian public to read about events that took place on such a distant continent 
as Latin America was in the years 1810–1826?2 Within the Habsburg Empire, which 
was a significant power in Central Europe, the geopolitical situation and importance 
of the Hungarian kingdom conditioned, to some extent, the interest aroused by 
developments of international significance on the distant continent. !e situation 
of the Hungarian kingdom was special within the Habsburg Empire in those 
centuries. !e emperor was at the same time the king of Hungary as well, and he 
summoned the Hungarian Parliament. !e country did not have its own army, but 
it had a kind of ‘feudal constitution,’ which defended the Hungarian aristocracy at 
all costs. In his European wars, the Habsburg Emperor needed the support of the 
Hungarian aristocracy, who grew wheat on their lands and became rich engaging 
in feudal trade during the Napoleonic Wars, and were thus dependent on Austrian 
customs policy. At that time, the feudal society and economy had experienced 
little in the way of liberal development. Around 1780, a reform of the Hungarian 
language started. !e ideas of the French Enlightenment reached the Hungarians, 
but, of course, they affected only part of the literate population. In 1794, a Jacobin 
conspiracy was organised, and it failed within a year. Yet, all this showed a growing 
sensitivity to making changes for the benefit of the country.

1 John Lynch: Spanish American Revolts 1808–1826, Barcelona, Editorial Ariel, 1998, 9.
2 Viktória Semsey: ‘Floridától a Monroe-elvig: Hírek az “Éjszaki” és a “Déli” Amerikáról a Hazai és 

Külföldi Tudósításokban (1818–1824)’. In Háda, Béla – Majoros, István – Maruzsa, Zoltán – Petne-
házi, Margit (eds.): Két világ kutatója, Budapest, ELTE Új- és Jelenkori Egyetemes Történeti Tanszék, 
2009, 357–367. !e article researches the news which was published in Hungarian newspapers du-
ring 1818–1824 concerning the USA, Spain and South America.
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! e Napoleonic Wars and their international consequences

It was already clear to contemporary observers that the Napoleonic Wars were 
aff ecting all of Europe, including the Iberian Peninsula, and, consequently, 
the colonies in Latin America.3 ! e wars were of great infl uence, changing 
the international relations between Europe, the US and Latin America. ! ese 
international confl icts changed and modifi ed relations in international trade (they 
increased the importance of Latin America for Europe) and they helped develop 
a strong national sentiment. ! ey promoted the ideas of national sovereignty or 
sovereignty of the people, and liberal rights became incorporated into written 
constitutions. ! ey stimulated radical changes through the abolition of feudal 
taxes, slavery, and so on. ! e following sentence appeared in the July 1816 issue 
of Magyar Kurir (Hungarian Courier): ‘Even coff ee is a liberal drink.’4 ! ough this 
appears to be a literary exaggeration and is considered an unscientifi c argument, 
it was used every day in Hungary at the time. ! e contemporary context of this 
sentence had its real background in the vicissitudes of the coff ee trade in Brazil 
aJ er Napoleon’s continental blockade in 1806.5

AJ er 1799, signifi cant geopolitical changes occurred in international politics.6 
! e French emperor, Napoleon, tried to get a stranglehold on Europe and create an 
empire that reached as far as Latin America. National reactions to this aggressive in-
tent were very strong, as could be seen in Portugal, Spain or Austria in April 1809. 
! e Spaniards were fi ghting against Napoleon and the French occupation in their 
homeland, while the natives were fi ghting against the Spanish in Latin America. 
(! e case of the Portuguese colony, Brazil, was diff erent.)

3 See among others: Gabriel H. Lovette: Napoleon and the Birth of Modern Spain, II, New York, 1965; 
Richard L. Kagan – Geoff rey Parker (eds.): Spain, Europe and the Atlantic World: Essay in Honour of 
John H. Elliott, Cambridge, 1995; María Teresa Menchen barrios: ‘La política exterior española en la 
época de Fernando VII (1808–1830)’. In Juan Bta. Vilar (ed.): Las relaciones Internacionales en la España 
contemporánea, Murcia, 1989; Antonio Moliner Prada: ‘El proceso de emancipación americana en la 
época de la restauración (1814–1820)’. In Alberto Gil Novales (ed.): La revolución liberal, Madrid, Edi-
ciones del Orto, 2001, 479–503; Manuel Chust – Ivana Frasquet: Tiempos de revolución: Comprender 
las independencias iberoamericanas, Madrid, Fundación Mapfre, 2013, 76–83; Martin Robson: Britain, 
Portugal and South America in the Napoleonic Wars, London, I.B. Tauris, 2011.

4 Magyar Kurir, newspaper published in Vienna in Hungarian, II, 48, 1816. Budapest Collection, Mu-
nicipal Library of Budapest (Fővárosi Szabó Ervin Könyvtár).

5 Another example that also demonstrates the importance of the wars taking place in Latin America 
at this time appeared in the 1 January 1812 issue of National and Foreign News: A Protestant pastor, an 
enlightened man who corresponded with renowned Hungarian writers of his time and worked for 
the famous count Miklós Esterházy, an aristocrat and important landowner, greeted Esterházy on his 
birthday in a poem. He wrote: ‘In these years there are only few places on the globe where there is 
peace, silence, without war. Even Latin America is disturbed, more disturbed than it was in the times 
of Cortez and Pizarro.’

6 Louis Bergeron: ‘A császárság.’ In Georges Duby (ed.): Franciaország története I, Budapest, Osiris, 
2005, 766.
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!e press and its role in contemporary Hungary

Because of the intimate relationship between the mother countries and the colonies, 
the wars of independence in the Iberian Peninsula became an important element in 
a more universal war. In the contemporary Hungarian press and in other printed 
materials which appeared in Vienna or Pest, information on the distant continent 
was an interesting novelty which provided exciting information.

Between 1806 and 1826, almost all of the news about the European events or 
about the American continent that reached the Hungarians came via diplomats, 
aristocrats and businesspeople who were passing through Vienna or worked in the 
capital of the Habsburg Empire. Because of the large number of illiterate people, the 
news was only known in a small circle. Nevertheless, the press played an important 
role, as people who could read commented on events and discussed them not only 
in their families, but with their acquaintances as well. !e Hungarian press, which 
consisted of a very limited number of publications, was mainly aimed at providing 
information, and it would only gradually become more independent of Austrian 
political influence and censorship. Between 1819 and 1826, the newspapers, mainly 
the ones that reached Hungary from the more modern, western parts of Europe, 
helped spread a new concept of nation, ideas of revolution and liberal concepts 
about trade and rights.7

!e educated Hungarian public read French, German, English and even 
Spanish newspapers. Between 1810 and 1826, the best-known and most propagated 
newspaper was the so-called National and Foreign News (Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások). 
!is was the only newspaper in Pest between 1808 and 1826, while the Hungarian 
Kurir (Hungarian Courier) was published in Vienna.

Censorship tightened in Hungary aJer the discovery of the intellectual Jacobins’ 
conspiracy in the Habsburg Empire in 1794-95, during the reign of Francis I. AJer 
the flourishing years of 1780-94, the Hungarian press was almost completely 
paralysed until 1805. In 1805, there were only 5 newspapers, 3 of which appeared in 
German, one in Latin, and only one in Hungarian. However, not even this last one 
was published on Hungarian territory: this was the above-mentioned Hungarian 
Kurir of Vienna. !is fact shows that a large number of Hungarians lived in the 
capital of the Habsburg Empire. !e Austrian Chancellor was convinced that it was 
better to keep some of the foreign news from the Hungarians, but not all, because a 
radical ban would only further increase the interest in foreign news.

However, the Napoleonic Wars in Europe led to changes in the policy of the 
Austrian Emperor and his powerful minister, Metternich. !e government, and 
especially Metternich, recognised the importance of the role of the press and the 
power it exercised on public opinion. !erefore, the press also became an important 
means in the hands of governments to manipulate public opinion.8

7 György Kókay (ed.): A magyar sajtó története I. 1705–1848, Budapest, Akadémiai Kiadó, 1979, 298.
8 Ibid., 244.
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! e National and Foreign News

! e newspaper National and Foreign News has a prominent place in the history of 
the Hungarian press. ! is was the fi rst newspaper in Hungarian with a periodic 
appearance (twice a week) in Pest at the beginning of the 19th century. Its 
establishment is considered the founding of the press media in the Hungarian 
capital in the 19th century.9

As far as its articles were concerned, National and Foreign News still belonged 
to the ‘old-school’ newspapers that only reported the events and did not analyse 
them. Foreign news was published without any interpretation. A variety of 
foreign newspapers were used as sources, including ! e Times, ! e Star, Courier, 
Moniteur, Morning Chronicle, Quotidienne, private letters, some newspapers from 
Latin America (such as El Sol and El Orinoco), and even some newspapers from the 
US that primarily came to London, Paris, Vienna or other parts of the Habsburg 
Empire. ! e editor of the newspaper at the time was István Kultsár.10 Kultsár and 
his newspaper created an important circle of news and thoughts for the young 
people studying at the university in the capital, as well as for other intellectuals, 
together with the educated and enlightened low and middle nobility. ! e editor 
published his newspaper ‘for the good of the nation,’ as he himself wrote in the 
dedication. During the early years of the 19th century, newspapers like the National 
and Foreign News had few readers. ! e number of people who subscribed to the 
newspaper might have been about 1,500–2,000 until 1826. ! e fi rst issue of the 
newspaper came out in 1806 and had the title Hazai Tudósítások (National News) 
until 1808. ! e Austrian authorities refused to allow the editors to publish any news 
about foreign countries. ! e authorities – under pressure from the nobility of the 
capital and several provinces – fi nally allowed the publication of news from abroad 
from 1808 on, which resulted in changing the paper’s name to National and Foreign 
News. By 1815, Pest had become the capital and also the cultural-ideological centre 
of Hungary. ! anks to the commercial boom in grain trading caused by the wars, 
the city began to develop rapidly.11

In the early 19th century, Kultsár’s newspaper represented not only a simple 
source of news, but through the selected foreign news it also became a kind of 
source of reference which people used to inform themselves about the world. News 
about Latin America were regularly, at times oJ en, published between 1810 and 
1815. Since the major powers were linked by political and commercial interests and 
by what had happened in Latin America, the news oJ en appeared under titles like 
9 Founded by István Kultsár in 1806. Miklós Szabolcsi (Chief ed.), A magyar sajtó története, Budapest, 

Akadémiai, 1979–1985, I, 245.
10 István Kultsár (1760–1828), coming from a bourgeois family, fi nished his studies at the Benedictine 

Order; he was a poet and a journalist. He did an important job organising and reforming the literary 
and linguistic life in Hungary, especially through the press and his calls for scholarships off ered in 
contests.

11 Kókay: op. cit. 280.
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‘England,’ ‘France’ or ‘the US.’ One of the first articles which came out on 13 January 
1810 informed the Hungarian readers of the opinion of the French emperor, writing 
that Napoleon felt that if the Spaniards lost their colonies, it would simply be their 
fault. If Peru or Mexico wanted to be independent, the French emperor would 
not intervene, unless they wanted to become allies of Britain at the same time.12 
!e Hungarian readers learned from the 26 September 1810 issue that uprisings 
against colonial rule had occurred in La Plata, Buenos Aires, Potosí, Tucumán, La 
Paz and Lima, and all this demonstrated the deep ‘hatred’ for colonial Spain (the 
word ‘hatred’ was used either in the original article or by the translator; this cannot 
be ascertained now, but it probably refers to the emotional force that the rebels had 
felt).

!e article of 31 October 1810 commented on the position of England regarding 
Spanish Latin America: if Spain continued to keep its independence and hence 
its colonies also stayed under its control, England would protect the interests of 
the mother country, but if Napoleon occupied Spain, England would feel obliged 
to protect the independence of the new countries in order to prevent them from 
becoming French colonies in the future.

!e news from the faraway continent usually took one month to arrive in 
Europe, and even more in Pest, as the newspapers of Vienna and Pest had to select 
and translate the articles for the Hungarian press. On 25 July 1810, one news article 
discussed the revolution which had broken out in ‘Caracas, where they revolted for 
independence.’ !e rebels were divided into four groups with different interests.

It is worth quoting the article of 7 April 1810, entitled ‘Latin America’: 

!e provinces do not accept more repression by the mother country … they are 
able to change their desperate situation … they take as a model the example of 
the British ex-colonies on the North American continent, which were liberated 
in the 18th century. !e victory of blacks who live on the isle San Domingo 
(Haiti), a former colony of France, and their attainment of independence is 
also known. … !e broad wings of the bird of freedom seem to move in Latin 
America … and Europe will be compelled to give freedom to these countries.13

Trade as a motive of the wars

One of the first news items of commercial interest was perhaps an article that came 
out on 25 August 1810, with the title ‘Great Britain.’ It concerned the agreement on 

12 Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások (National and Foreign News), 13 January 1810. Budapest Collection, Mu-
nicipal Library of Budapest (Szabó Ervin Könyvtár).

13 Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások, 7 April 1810. Budapest Collection, Municipal Library of Budapest (Fővá-
rosi Szabó Ervin Könyvtár).
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trade and customs signed between Portugal and England, as duty had to be paid 
on entering Brazil, a Portuguese colony.

! e importance of trade as a motive in the wars between Spain and its 
colonies was present in the contemporary international press from early on. ! e 
consequences of the continental blockade Napoleon had introduced in 1806–1807 
were considered an infl uential factor in Latin America, and then came the English 
blockade.14 ! e Hungarian Gergely Berzeviczy, an illustrious noble,15 presented his 
refl ections on the new direction of European trade in his article entitled ‘Nézetek az 
ázsiai-európai kereskedelmről’ (! oughts on the Trade between Asia and Europe), 
published in 1808. Due to the continental blockade, certain products, such as sugar 
and coff ee, which had come from Latin America before, were now in shortage. 
In Berzeviczy’s view, the Napoleonic Wars greatly hindered liberal or laissez-faire 
trade between 1802 and 1812. Besides, the continental blockade as a strategic 
weapon separated a considerable part of Europe from overseas trade. ! is fact, and 
further wars in the colonies between 1810 and 1824, also extended and prolonged 
a new situation on the European continent. ! at is why Berzeviczy recommended 
that the continental European countries join in a customs alliance and form a 
community of customs interests.16 According to a letter dated 9 April 1810, due 
to the wars of independence in Caracas, trade became free in this territory. At the 
same time, it was also true that, as a consequence of the wars, earlier trade by the 
Spaniards between Europe and the subcontinent was now paralysed. However, 
on 10 July 1810, the Hungarian press wrote that Napoleon’s continental blockade 
against England aff ected the English trade only in the fi rst few years; later, it rather 
favoured it.

Several articles from various newspapers in diff erent European countries showed 
that international trade between Europe and Latin America played an important 
role. ! e Hungarian newspaper published a long article – surprisingly, an analytic-
descriptive one – in its supplement on 1 December 1810, with the following title: 
‘! e Important Periods of Trade Made with the Colonies.’ As interpreted by 
the author, trade had guided politics in the European countries since 1492. ! e 
consequences of the founding of the colonies were unsurpassed: trade in mainland 
Europe was transformed into maritime commerce, which Spain and Portugal had 

14 Viktória Semsey: ‘A “félszigeti háború” nemzetközi összefüggései 1807–1814.’ In Ferwagner, Péter 
Ákos – Kalmár, Zoltán (eds.): Az átmenet egyensúlya, Budapest, Áron Kiadó, 2010, 41–54. See also: 
Tulio Halperin Donghi: Reforma y disolución de los imperios ibéricos 1750–1850, Madrid, Alianza Edito-
rial, 1985, 78–79, 105–106; D. B. Goebel: ‘British Trade to the Spanish Colonies 1796–1823’. American 
Historical Review, XLVIII, 1930. 298; Raymond Carr: España 1808-1975, Barcelona, Ariel, 1985, 48–49.

15 Gergely Berzeviczy (1763–1822) was an outstanding character who played an important role both 
in enlightened absolutism and in the feudal reform movement as well. ! roughout his life he wro-
te several works on political and economic reform. In Kosáry, Domokos: Újjáépítés és polgárosodás 
1711–1867, Budapest, 1990, 208.

16 ! e reformist writings of Gergely Berzeviczy appeared in the translation of Jenő Gaál: Berzevicz y 
Gergely élete és műve, Budapest, 1902.
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dominated until 1618. AJer this date, the Dutch and the English began to compete 
with the already mentioned settlers, and large commercial companies were set up, 
which changed the colonial policy. Besides this, in the first half of the 18th century, 
the French also competed with the aforementioned powers. !e second important 
reason for the major changes was that in the 18th century tropical plants and other 
products from Latin America had achieved great popularity in Europe. By the 
19th century, the European public had become increasingly accustomed to the 
consumption of sugar, coffee, and so on. !e colonies also began to recognise the 
importance and wealth these products created, and therefore new ideas appeared 
on the benefits of achieving independence. AJer the US was established, the 
example of the independence of the English colonies was an obvious example to 
follow. From that time on, England increased its trade not only with its former 
colony but also with Latin America. AJer 1806 – when the continental blockade 
in Europe went into effect – Napoleon introduced a new ‘era’ in the history of 
international trade. Despite this fact, the British found new markets and routes for 
their products: instead of Europe, they headed to Brazil and other Latin American 
colonies.

On 25 December 1810, an article entitled ‘America’ referred to a letter that had 
arrived from London and commented that what was happening in South America 
was a long-awaited event. !e war that erupted in Spain in 1808 just pulled the 
trigger, but there had long existed a strong desire for freedom in Venezuela. On 19 
April 1810, a revolution broke out in Caracas. On 9 May an article highlighted the 
important fact that trade had been liberalised in Caracas, and another informed the 
public on 25 August that taxes and mita (mandatory public service for the natives) 
were abolished.

However, according to the Hungarian press, trade decreased dramatically in 
the colonies (as it oJen occurs in the case of long wars), and hardly any people went 
to the markets. In some cases, a town was attacked 4–5 times in one year, which was 
the reason why people did not go there.17

From time to time, articles appeared on the importance of trade. One of the 
articles in 1815 commented that it was essential for England to help the liberation of 
nations in Latin America and then sign trade and friendship contracts with them, 
because through those contracts England could prepare new ways to develop its 
trade. Latin America was a continent rich in everything: agricultural products, 
gold and silver. According to estimates made by the German scientist Alexander 
von Humboldt, the former colony Buenos Aires used to purchase goods worth 

17 In National and Foreign News, 17 April, based on a piece of news of 11 December 1810 in Buenos Aires. 
!e 28 September 1812 issue also mentions these events but in the case of Veracruz, Mexico. Accor-
ding to the 5 January 1820 issue, even the English complained about the low volume of trade between 
England and Buenos Aires. In the 7 February 1821 issue, there is a reference to information from 10 
October 1820 in Buenos Aires, where trade was completely paralysed because of the wars.
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3.5 million dollars from Europe. And since trade had become free, the trade with 
England alone had climbed to 12 million dollars.18

Some characteristics of the revolution in Latin America

It was not just commercial interests that provoked revolutionary and independence 
uprisings in Latin America. Foreign examples and liberal ideas also aff ected 
the peoples of the continent. An article from 7 April 1810 commented that the 
‘provinces’ (Mexico, Peru, Brazil, and Chile) in Latin America had received an 
important ideological boost from the success of the independence wars of the 
USA 26 years earlier. ! e other signifi cant infl uence came from Haiti: its example 
meant that African people who had come from another continent were able to 
defeat the Europeans. Peoples in Latin America could overcome their colonisers, as 
experience and theory had shown.19

On 18 September 1812 (news taken from the French newspaper Moniteur), a 
proclamation – from Buenos Aires, aimed at Chile – was published under the title 
‘Spanish America’. ! e article described the general situation of Spanish America 
and addressed the population of Chile to encourage them in their struggle for 
freedom:

Freedom …   is a source of glory and the fate of all nations, which engenders great 
patriots, great acts. In civil and free society a sense of morality is growing and 
triggering industrial development, power and wealth are accumulated. …   do 
not be slaves anymore!
People are born equal in nature; therefore, they are all equal in their rights as 
well!20

On 27 May 1812, one could read that the independence and self-governance of 
the new administration began to stabilise in Mexico, Venezuela and Buenos 
Aires. Although the Parliament of Cadiz (in Spain, the motherland) had invited 
representatives of the overseas provinces in 1810–1812 and attempted to address 
the issue of the future of pro-independence provinces, in the end it did not grant 
freedom to them. ! e same happened in 1821, when the Parliament in Spain accepted 
again the liberal constitution of 1812 aJ er the victory of the liberal revolution of 
1820. ! e London press used an article from the newspaper Orinoco in Venezuela 
18 Reference to estimates made by Alexander von Humboldt appeared in an article on 1 March 1815 in 

Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások. Budapest Collection, Municipal Library of Budapest (Fővárosi Szabó 
Ervin Könyvtár).

19 In Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások, 7 April 1810, Supplement.
20 August 25, 1810; previously, according to a piece of news, the mita and the tax on indigenous people 

were abolished, and it was said that all feudal contributions of the colonial system would be abolished 
in Venezuela and in Caracas.
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to comment on the negotiations between royalists and pro-independence groups, 
which took place in August. Liberal Colombians favoured a republic as a prototype 
for the independent state of Colombia because all this independence had been 
achieved without help.

!is will ensure the happiness of the people. !e liberals have an obligation to 
defend freedom, independence and all rights from which national sovereignty 
is born. !e Spanish Constitution of 1820 does not give them any of this.21

Even longer articles, sometimes 3–5 pages, appeared about the wars of Latin 
America in the Hungarian press between 1821 and 1825. Among the most important 
news there was one article which highlighted for the reader that a constitutional 
empire had been declared in Rio de Janeiro with the emperor Pedro I at its helm, 
and a trade agreement had been signed with Great Britain.

Between 1810 and 1826, the editor of the National and Foreign News drew 
attention in his newspaper to some important documents that were related to wars 
and liberal changes in Latin America. Perhaps these were not completely reliable, 
as they were translated from other newspapers and not from the original texts. 
(In most cases they were translated twice, first from Spanish into some foreign 
language, then from this language into Hungarian.) Not many of these documents 
survive, but the ones which are available are important because of their content, or 
their direct or indirect messages. For example, according to the Hungarian press, 
a story came from London in 1818 about Venezuela, where the government of the 
rebels promised to recognise the power of Spain on the following conditions: to 
be granted the right to have their own parliament in Venezuela, with deputies 
elected in the same country; to increase the number of Venezuelans engaged in the 
administration system; taxes to be determined by Venezuelan citizens; complete 
freedom in trade; abolition of all obstacles to industrial development and the 
abolition of customs duties.22 On 17 February 1821, another document related to 
governmental efforts in Gran Colombia was published in Pest. In this document 
we can find 15 paragraphs from the armistice document that was signed on 26 
November 1820 between the Spanish troops and Gran Colombia.

We now know that a large number of key documents that could have given 
a complete picture of events were unavailable to Hungarian readers, who could 
nevertheless follow the steps and radical changes of the events in Latin America. 
For example, one of the documents about the union between Venezuela and 
New Granada appeared in Pest on 22 March 1820, and 14 of its paragraphs were 
translated into Hungarian.

!ere were long stories coming out in the Hungarian press between 1824 
and 1826. !ey commented on the latest battles on the continent between the 

21 Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások, Pest, 17 February 1821.
22 Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások, Pest, 8 January 1818.
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Spaniards and the rebels, mentioning the names of Sucre and Bolívar. On 7 January 
1826, under the title ‘Spanish America,’ a piece of news came from Peru through 
Philadelphia and London, confi rming that the Congress of Panama would soon 
be opened with the participation of the newly independent nations. ! e Panama 
Congress received a message from the US President, reported in the newspaper 
National and Foreign News dated 17 May 1826. ! e paper wrote that the President’s 
letter to Panama showed the extreme importance of what was happening there. 
! e topics of negotiations at the American Congress were smuggling, free trade, 
clarifying the borders on the coasts and around the ports, an agreement that all 
America would join forces in order to prevent future attacks from Europe, the 
prohibition of slave trade, recognition of the independence of Haiti, discussion of 
the situation of Cuba and Puerto Rico, and a declaration of freedom of conscience.

Finally, the Hungarian newspaper notes that it seems from the letter of the 
US President that the US wants to be the leader of all the countries in America 
(North and South). ! is fact is very important from the point of view of England, 
as this would greatly aff ect their political and economic interests on that continent. 
In the years 1825–26, the names of the newly independent countries, such as 
Mexico, Colombia, and others, are regularly mentioned, which means that for the 
contemporary media, the new nation-states were born.

Conclusion

Being the only newspaper published in Hungarian in the capital, Pest, between 
the years 1808 and 1826, the National and Foreign News had an important mission 
to inform and infl uence its readers. It did not comment on or analyse the events 
of Latin America and their revolutionary or liberal aspects, but by presenting 
them to the public, it could guide the way of thinking of certain intellectual circles 
and the nobility about reformist trends. ‘It did not encourage us to revolt, but it 
was gradually preparing our transformation,’ said Ferenc Toldy, one of the most 
prominent literary critics of the newspaper in the 19th century.

Hungarian readers did not receive complete and exact information about the 
changes in international and commercial relations in Spain, Portugal and their 
rebellious colonies between 1810 and 1826, but the articles, with their informative 
reports, served as a point of orientation: they made Latin America present in the 
everyday life of Hungarians, extended their vision about the world, and increased 
the intellectual sensitivity of people to liberal ideas.
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Abstract

!e study briefly discusses some articles that were published in Pest between 1810 and 1826 
by the prominent representative of the 19th century Hungarian press, National and Foreign 
News.
!rough these articles, it is illustrated that certain essential connections regarding the Latin 
American wars of independence became available in print to part of the Hungarian society 
in that period. !e published news indicates that the newspaper readers of Hungarian society 
were well-informed about the most important international events of the period, and their 
knowledge and political sensibility were enhanced in relation to the ideas of independence.

Keywords
Hungarian Press in the 19th century, Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások, Latin American 
independence wars, Napoleonic continental blockade

Rezümé

A tanulmány bemutatja a 19. századi magyar nyelvű sajtó kiemelkedő fontosságú 
képviselőjének, a Hazai és Külföldi Tudósításoknak 1810–1826 között Pesten megje-
lent néhány cikkét. Ezeken keresztül érzékelteti, hogy a latin-amerikai független-
ségi harcok bizonyos lényeges összefüggései, eseményei olvashatóak voltak már a 
korabeli magyar társadalom egy része számára is. A hírek jelzik, hogy a magyar tár-
sadalom újságolvasó rétege tájékozott volt a legfontosabb korabeli nemzetközi ese-
ményekről, bővültek ismeretei és politikai érzékenysége a függetlenségi eszmékkel 
kapcsolatosan.

Kulcsszavak
19. századi magyar sajtó, Hazai és Külföldi Tudósítások, latin-amerikai függetlensé-
gi harcok, napóleoni kontinentális blokád
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